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Film Title: The Blood Shed

Reviewed By: Horror Bob

Movie Website: Click Here

Scare Factor: **

7

I first learned of Alan Rowe Kelly when Alan e-mailed me back in 2003 and asked me to review his first film I'll Bury You
omorrow. I found that film to be a very crazy movie full of mayhem and madness, however the production value of I'll Bury You
omorrow was really good, and that's one thing that Alan Rowe Kelly does better than any other independent filmmaker out there.
he Blood Shed is the second film by Kelly that I've had the opportunity to review, and again we get a film with not only a screwed
p story, but great production value as well.

If you took the characters of Texas Chainsaw Massacre and House of 1000 Corpses, put them in a room, told them all to screw
ne another for the sake of reproduction, you'd get the Bullion family. Yes the Blood Shed is a horror family film, and those of youll

o know me, know that it's my favorite sub-genre. The Blood Shed is similar to the likes of both TCSM and H01K in terms of
ook and butr the storyline, although similar in style is actually done in an original way.

The Blood Shed follows the story of the Bullion family, they live in a house on an old abandoned lot in a small quiet
neighborhood. Beefteena Bullion (Alan Rowe Kelly) is an extremely overweight twelve year old girl who likes to romp around the

eighborhood pulling a dead squirrel she calls Flapjack on a small dolly cart. Most of the neighbors avoid her at all costs for
bvious reasons. But the neighborhood kids like to pick on her, and this is where the trouble begins. A local bully throws flapjack in.

river, and begins to bully Beefteena, however her two brothers Butternut (Joshua Nelson) and Hubcap (Mike Lane) come to her I

escue and take the boy hostage. But while teaching him a lesson they kill him and break Papa Elvis Bullion's (Terry West) number I
ne rule; Don't kill the locals. Now the Bullions along with their crazy cousin Sno Cakes (Susan Adriensen) attempt to cover-up the
iIIing and will stop at nothing at making sure no one finds out about what happened. Anyone who comes dose to even attempting
a investigate their home will be taken prisoner and tortured in the Blood Shed.

There is also a sub plot to the film that involves Beefteena trying to become a model. This subplot ties into the whole film as the"
agents who attempt to rip off Beefteena; Ms. Faith (loe Daelman Chlanda) her photographer Geoffrey (Kane Manera) and security
Leslie (Katherine O'Sullivan), all become involved in the Bullions crazy Blood Shed plan as well.

The script for the Blood Shed is out of control, I mean this in a good way. My only complaint however is that it seems to jump all
over the place from scene to scene, but it's nothing that's really of any concern as each scene does come to a conclusion. The
dialogue is the best thing about the script. Alan Rowe Kelly really has the talent when it comes to writing good one liners and some
great memorable monologues. The character development is also one of the strong points that the script has as well. Each family
member has their own distinctive thing about them that separates them from almost seeming as one. Even the victims and outside
characters all have something that identifies them as more than a one dimensional character. Funny thing about the script is that it
was originally supposed to be a short film that ended up as production moved along turning into a feature. Not bad for a script that
was written as the production was moving forward.

The acting in the film is the strong point and we get some of the best acting I've ever seen in an independent feature. I have to
reaTiy give credit to a rot of people Tor melr performances. First is Alan Rowe Kelly, whom besides directing and writing this film
plays a semi-retarded, extremely overweight, twelve year old girl named Beefteena as mentioned above. Alan in real life is in his
Iforties. But due to the over the top extreme natural ofthis film, (and not to mention the great make-up job). Alan is transformed into
Beefteena and plays the part very well. It's an overall odd part and it's hard not to say 'What the F&@#!" when you get first glance
of Beefteena in the first shot of the film. But Alan does such a great job with this over the top character that you can't help but
praise the performance that Alan gives in this film. On that note however I must point out some perfolmances that really
impressed me, Mike Lane as Hubca was not 0 0 I thou ht to be the best character in the film, but Lanes erformance was
outstandin . How any actor can act like he id in this film takes a lot of talent. Not only did he have to act i e a rackhead
with brets in his hair, u e a 0 wear a plq COSlUmea so. How he stave In c arac er IS beyond me, because it takes talent to
playa role like that. Terry M. West's performances as Papa Elvis Bullion was very surprising good as well as actor Joshua Nelson
and Susie Adriensen as the rest of the family members. Actress loe Daelman Chlanda really stood out a lot as the bitchy talent
aoent Ms. Faith. loe seems like an actress who alwavs seems to research her characters before she olavs them. She was oreat
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in I'll Bury You Tomorrow and give an even better perfomlance in this film. The rest of the supporting cast was really good as well,
but the actors who stood out the most are the ones I mentioned above. A very great well rounded supporting cast overall, which
even included Fangoria editor Michael Gingold tied up and locked in a dog cage as a pet of sorts to Joshua Nelson's character
Buttercup.

As I mentioned above the overall production value was very good. I did think that the camera work was a bit shaky at times, as
most of it was handheld shots. I do however understand that by using such shots it added to the craziness and mayhem of the
film, but after a while I needed a break, and the film didn't give you one. In the likes of set design the films sets were very much
like that of the ones we've all seen in the likes of Texas Chainsaw Massacre, but I felt with the use of doll heads and Christmas
lights that it felt very similar to that of House of 1000 Corpses. The film had really great art direction and production design. The
make-up effects are outstanding, and although it's not listed on IMOB I'm sure that with his background in make-up Alan Rowe
Kelly had a big say, if not did most of the makeup for this film. If you saw the head shots of some of the actors who were in this
film, you probably wouldn't be able to recognize some of them. That's how good the make-up in this film is. The special effects and
visuals in the film were also really good as welL

Overall, The Blood Shed is a film that you really need to just have fun with and enjoy. It has all the elements of great over the
top independent film with the camp of a B-movie. Watching Alan Rowe Kelly dressed as a retarded overweight twelve year old girl,
dressed up like a doll; pulling a dead squirrel around is worth the time in itself to check out. Not to mention the bad toupee that
Terry West dons on his head. The Blood Shed is one hell of a wacky, balls to the wall, funny as hell, horror flick. It has great over
the top characters and is just one of those films that after watching it; you'll realize just how much fun it was. I think most horror
fans who enjoy over the top gore and comedy in their horror movies will get a kick out this film. You can't go into it thinking it's
going to be a very scary horror flick, because it's not, but it one hell of a great time.

- Horror Bob
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